ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose a Cross-Layer Stream Control Transmission Protocol (CL-SCTP), which supports multi-streaming and partial reliability for real-time transmissions in IEEE 802.11 wireless networks. In the application layer, we design a Screening Overdue MEssages (SOME) algorithm to leave out transmissions of probable overdue messages. An overdue message refers to a message exceeding its delay budget before the message can be transmitted in the transport layer. Then in the MAC layer, we propose the MOnitoring REdundant frames (MORE) algorithm to detect and remove probable redundant frames. A retransmitted frame from the upper layer makes the same frame entering the MAC layer earlier a redundant frame. We discuss our scheme in detail and perform simulations for both random losses and burst losses. Simulation results show our scheme performs better than Cross-Layer Forwarding Prediction Scheduling (CL-FPS), partially reliable SCTP (PR-SCTP), and SCTP in terms of efficient delivery ratio, average goodput, average end-to-end delay, and representative video metrics including Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity (SSIM), and Video Quality Metric (VQM).
I. INTRODUCTION
People aspire to connect to networks anytime and anywhere with the popularity of mobile devices. High Definition (HD) videos, online games, real-time communications, webcasts, and many more services all demand for high bandwidths. Network traffics grow rapidly as people access networks for daily needs [1] , [2] . People search networks for information, solutions, new ideas, social activities, entertainments, and others.
TCP and UDP are two transport-layer protocols adopted today. For each session, the TCP only supports one streaming associated with one IP address [3] while many services hope for the support of multipath, one streaming associated with multiple IP addresses. Therefore, several protocols which include SCTP (RFC 4960 [4] ), Concurrent Multipath Transfer (CMT) based on SCTP [5] , [6] , Multipath TCP (MPTCP) (RFC 6824 [7] ), and SIP (RFC 3261 [8] ), are proposed. Among proposed protocols, SCTP, CMT, and MPTCP are
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Antonino Orsino. transport layer protocols and SIP is the application layer independent of the underlying transport protocol. In this paper, we choose SCTP because partially reliable transmissions, which is very suitable for delivering real-time video, are only supported by SCTP or CMT, and CMT is not chosen because CMT requires multiple networks interfaces to be active at the same time, which is not available for all wireless devices.
Our scenario is that users send real-time information to the cloud by running apps in wireless devices via IEEE 802.11 wireless networks. For each wireless device, only one interface is active at one time. To realize multi-streaming with one active interface, SCTP dispatches multiple independent streams in parallel and bundles them into a single SCTP association. That is, a single association may use one single port to interleave transmissions of multiple streams. To be effective for real-time transmissions, we design the CL-SCTP scheme to include the following functions:
• In the Wireless Access Point (WAP) or Internet of Things (IoT) gateway, the probability of low Signalto-Noise Ratio (SNR) is counted and broadcasted to wireless end devices.
• In the application layer, we design a Screening Overdue MEssages (SOME) algorithm to drop probable overdue messages for preventing sending many ineffective messages to lower layers. An overdue message is supposed to exceed its delay budget before the segment can be delivered in the transport layer. SOME can be viewed as a prevention mechanism of sending ineffective messages.
• The CL-SCTP scheme dynamically adjusts reliable levels of partial-reliable chunks based on delay budgets.
• Then in the MAC layer, we propose a MOnitoring REdundant frames (MORE) algorithm to detect and remove probable redundant frames before scheduling for transmissions. We denote an existing frame in the MAC layer queue as a redundant frame if the same incoming frame from the network layer is coexistent with the existing frame. MORE can be seen as a backup mechanism to deal with redundant frames from the SCTP transport layer.
• The CL-SCTP scheme also schedules transmissions of partial-reliable chunks according to reliable levels.
To the best of our knowledge, the important aspects of overdue messages problem and redundant frames are first brought forward in this paper. The dynamic adjustment of reliable levels according to the delay budget and expected retransmission time is introduced, which is different from most approaches. We then propose a CL-SCTP scheme to both problems, employing a cross-layer approach for annulling overdue messages in the application layer and redundant frames in the link layer. We will show that dropping redundant frames in the MAC layer is more applicable to real-time transmissions than dropping redundant segments in the transport layer.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related works are introduced in Section II. Overdue messages problem and redundant frames problem for wireless networks are brought out in Section III. Our proposed Cross-Layer SCTP scheme (CL-SCTP) is described and discussed in Section IV. Simulations showing the effectiveness of our CL-SCTP scheme are presented in Section V. Section VI is the conclusion.
II. RELATED WORKS
The SCTP protocol combines both the merits of TCP and UDP. It supports connection-oriented streams, reliable transmissions, partially reliable transmissions, in-order transmissions, out-of-order transmissions, flow/congestion control, SACKs, data segmentation, multiple streams, and multiple homing [9] - [14] .
For multiple streams in SCTP, each stream is designed as an independent stream [9] , [13] . System Identifier (SID), Stream Sequence Number (SSN), and Transmission Sequence Number (TSN) are defined in the data chunk [4] . When a chunk is received, the chunk is put into a specified stream according to its SID. Within each stream, the chunk order is distinguished by the SSN. The TSN is used to identify lost chunks across multiple streams. Each chunk is given a unique TSN number.
Two mechanisms to trigger the retransmission for a chunk. One is to wait until a timeout, which will take a longer time. Another is the fast retransmit, in which once the receiver receives three continuous SACKs indicating the same lost chunk, the lost chunk is retransmitted immediately.
In 2004, Partially Reliable SCTP (PR-SCTP) was proposed by IETF [14] . The concept of partial-reliability is very useful for real-time applications [13] - [17] . It allows the user to limit the number of retransmissions for a chunk. For the PR-SCTP to work, both the sender side and the receiver side need to support the mechanism. By assigning a reliable level to a chunk, we specify the maximum number of retransmissions, the lifetime of a chunk. When the lifetime of a chunk is reached, the chunk can be removed. When a sender decides to discard a chunk, it sends a forward TSN chunk to the receiver. By this way, the sender can drop partially reliable chunks whose lifetimes are reached.
SCTP does not have HOL blocking problem since SCTP is a message-oriented protocol which supports the partially reliable transmission and multiple streams. By SCTP protocol, we can support multiple streams within one association using one network interface card (NIC). Segments which do not require in order delivery can be transmitted independently on different streams and therefore avoid HOL problem among streams. SCTP is also widely adopted in mobile networks for simultaneously sending multiple streams of signaling, video files, and voice. In addition, SCTP is actively developed and catching up with new TCP developments such as stack optimizations and congestion controls from hardware vendors [18] . The recent RFC 8260 specifies stream schedulers for a sender to interleaving transmissions of user messages without HOL blocking [19] . RFC 8260 defines a new chunk type and can be used for Web Real-Time Communication (WebRTC) data channels. In the latest RFC 8540, issues found in RFC 4960 are listed in chronological order and the detailed solutions to each problem are described [20] .
In wireless networks with changing conditions, Shin and Chang mention that there is a need to get status information from multiple layers, such as the physical layer, the link layer, and the application layer, in order to improve QoS [21] . In [22] , Taleb et al. also suggest cross-layer cooperation for QoS and schedule transmissions by combining multiple-layer information. Cross-layer protocol design is also shown to be important in improving handoff performance in [23] . By the cooperation between layer 2 and layer 3, we can get new IP addresses fast, and by the analysis of data from the link layer, we can more accurately obtain physical network conditions. For dealing with channel fading, Bit Error Rates (BER's), and transmission delays in wireless networks, a cross-layer approach is also proposed in [24] . We can get Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) values from the physical layer and available queue sizes from the link layer, and then select better relay nodes for improving total throughputs. To realize multiple-path transmissions and reduce transmission error rates, a cross-layer protocol design utilizing multiple addressing in SCTP is presented in [25] . The Frame Error Rate (FER) and Round Trip Time (RTT) are included for path estimation and path selection. A good tutorial of cross-layer optimization can be found in [26] and the mathematical theory for layering optimization is analyzed in [27] . In [28] , the Reverse Cross Layer (RCL) method is applied to implement cross-layer conceptual models, which help share information among layers and identify the effects of each layer. With SCTP at the transport layer and the Optimized Link Routing Protocol (OSLR) at the link layer, the benefits of interactions between two layers can then be exploited. The application of multihoming of SCTP in Mobile Ad Hoc networks (MANET) is studied in [29] . Resilience for failure is crucial for MANET. Two possible solutions are fast recovery or finding stable paths. Since path disruptions are inevitable, finding disjoint paths between sources and destinations is suggested, which is pointed out to require a cross-layer design. Cross-Layer Forwarding Prediction Scheduling (CL-FPS) is a cross-layer SCTP scheduling approach [30] . CL-FPS takes many varying characteristics such as delay, bandwidth and bit error rate to schedule transmissions on different streams to preserve the order of arrival messages. If the transport layer primitives are not allowed to fetch information from the MAC layer, it is not attainable to make adequate decisions. Without cross-layer design, whenever losses occur due to congestion or temporary channel conditions, transport layers merely could assume congestion and respond with lowering congestion window sizes. The adaptation of congestion window size for SCTP by the help of the link-layer information is analyzed in [31] . Modulation Coding Scheme (MCS) and BLock Error Rate (BLER) from the link layer are utilized to couple transmission rates of SCTP and link layer. The congestion window size is limited not to grow exponentially, which needs some modifications to the congestion control mechanism. Path switching occurs frequently in wireless networks [32] . Cao et al. designs a Cross-layer Cognitive SCTP (SCTP-C 2 ) scheme and proposes a congestion window fast recovery scheme for path switching [32] . SCTP-C 2 studies path switching strategy and assigns congestion window sizes after path switching adaptively for multimedia streaming service. The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is adopted and shown to be effective for SCTP path selection, especially when two or more paths are selectable [33] , [34] . Two parameters (Path delay and RSSI value at the sender) are compared with three parameters (adding RSSI value at the receiver) [33] . This method is particularly designed for achieving seamless handovers by maintaining more than one appropriate paths via multiple NICs. In [34] , the RSS value and the end-to-end delay are utilized as two parameters. Evaluations are based on R-factor from E-model recommended by International Union Telecommunication Union Technical Standards (ITU-T). Results confirm the feasibility of the ACO in path selection. Overall, a typical way of cross-layer design is to obtain information from the lower layer (the MAC layer or link layer or physical layer), and make decisions and adjust congestion window sizes at the transport layer. All the above papers show the benefits and necessity of adopting a cross-layer approach.
For improving the performance in heterogeneous wireless networks, some propose to use SCTP [35] , some advocate Multipath TCP (MPTCP) [36] , [37] , and some hold improving TCP/UDP protocols [38] . Improving TCP/UDP protocols has the fewest changes but may not be adequate in heterogeneous wireless networks. For the improvement of SCTP, some researchers emphasize exploiting the benefits of SCTP and some researchers favor the inclusion of CMT.
For utilizing the SCTP, Okamoto et al. suggest to bi-cast important messages under lossy environment [39] . Only important messages are bi-casted to avoid congestion due to too many transmissions. In [40] , Retransmission TimeOut Minimum (RTOmin) is identified as an important factor in affecting the SCTP performance, serving as a balancing parameter of triggering fast retransmissions and timeouts. By dynamically adjusting the value of RTOmin in SCTP, the performance can be greatly improved. Differentiating losses due to channel errors and due to congestions are shown to help transport protocols make an appropriate response [41] . The channels conditions for discerning loss types can be provided by the 802.11 link layer from cross-layer information exchanges. With persistent timeout policy, when bad channel condition occurs, the sending of data is suspended for reducing unsuccessful transmissions, whereas this may result in retransmissions for the holding data. The aggregated performance of SCTP and the Ad hoc On-demand Distant Vector (AODV) is also discussed in [41] . How to apply the SCTP to Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) is studied in [42] . An enhanced SCTP reduces the time duration to reach a threshold. By formulating the Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) problem, the congestion window, throughput, queue size, and packet loss are ranked. Simulation results show congestion window, throughput, queue size, and packet loss are significantly improved. SCTP focuses on scheduling is proposed to deal with the delivery of real-time packets [43] . By assigning priorities to different streams in the transport layer and the interface layer, the delays of high-priority data are greatly shortened. A quick failover algorithm is proposed for addressing the slow recovery problem of the original SCTP protocol, which continuously sending the data to the failed path until the failed path is detected [44] . An SCTP Potentially Failed (SCTP-PF) destination state is added to speeding up SCTP path management.
Concurrent Multipath Transfer (CMT) using SCTP is proposed to allow messages transmitted in parallel over different paths [5] , [6] , [45] - [47] . It is found that the scheduling process may affect congestion and flow control [45] . CMT utilizes one sequence number and brings out the scalability issue. A two-level sequence number is presented to reduce the design complexity and to improve the scalability of the CMT [46] . For CMT, multiple network interfaces are required to work at the same time. The fairness problem of CMT using SCTP is also studied [47] . The advantages of adopting CMT are explored by some researchers [5] , [10] , [46] , [48] . Reneging and its effects on SCTP and CMT are studied in [48] . Reneging happens when a message is SACKed and discarded without delivery to upper layers. Therefore, a sender cannot release messages in its queue until the sender receives the cumulative ACK of sent messages. To deal with the problem, Non-Renegable Selective ACKnowledgements (NR-SACKs) is proposed. For some operating systems such as FreeBSD, an option is given to ensure buffers previously allocated to SCTP would not be purged. By this way, the sender can remove sent messages from the buffers earlier whenever the sender receives a SACK for a message resulting in better system throughput. The unfair problem among SCTP-based CMT flows and TCP flows is studied in [5] . Combining measuring channels in the data-link layer and bandwidth estimation in the transport layer, an intelligent window-based control algorithm is proposed to forward data to parallel CMT paths with joint consideration of transport efficiency and TCP-friendly fairness. A scheduling algorithm based on path characteristics, queueing status and flow priorities is shown to effectively reduce latency for signaling traffic disregarding path characteristics (data loads) [10] . Different strategies of transmissions are also compared. A TCP flow traveling many hops cannot compete with a TCP traveling a few hops. A similar phenomenon is observed among local CMT flows and TCP flows from many hops away [46] . The proposed reinforcement learning (RL) mechanism captures network dynamics and chooses the appropriate action for improving the fairness index among CMT flows and TCP flows.
Applying CMT to heterogeneous wireless networks for the strict Quality of Service (QoS) requirement of video streaming, which has represented a majority of mobile Internet traffic and will advance to 78% of mobile Internet traffic by the year 2021, still poses a problem [49] - [51] . Rate allocation policies, packet scheduling schemes, and FEC coding mechanisms are proposed for video delivery. A distortion-aware approach applying path status estimation, flow rate allocation, and retransmission control are employed to enhance real-time video quality [49] . Simulation results show the endto-end distortion is greatly improved. Content-aware CMT is proposed in [50] . Based on content parameters and feedback channel status, an analytical framework is developed, which takes the different QoS requirements of Intra (I) and Predicated (P) frames into account for scheduling video transmissions. The key idea of video content analysis is brought forward on the decision process of concurrent multipath data transfer. Energy-aware CMT is proposed in [51] . This paper jointly considers energy consumption and video quality and devises a framework to realize it. Similarly, rate allocation, FEC coding, and retransmission are incorporated into the proposed framework.
MPTCP is a transport layer protocol designed for backward compatible with TCP protocol. MPTCP uses non-common flags in the TCP header and therefore may still need internet infrastructure changes to pass middle-boxes [52] . To have fully connected paths among interfaces improves MPTCP performance yet might face scalability issues with a growing number of interfaces. MPTCP is not adopted here because MPTCP does not support multi-streaming within one NIC card and may encounter Head-of-Line (HOL) blocking problem.
III. OVERDUE MESSAGES PROBLEM AND REDUNDANT FRAMES PROBLEM
In Fig. 1 , there are four incoming streams of messages in the application layer, in which the first three streams have a higher priority than the fourth stream. There is one individual queue for each stream in the application layer and there is one TCP transport layer queue for segments and one MAC layer queue for frames. The network layer is not necessary for describing both problems and is therefore left out in Fig. 1 .
In the left of Fig. 1 , we assume messages S1, S2, S3, S1, S4, and S4 were the first six chunks put into the transport layer queue and sent out by the transport layer according to priorities of chunks. In the MAC layer, the first two frames, frames S1 and S2, were lost due to the channel conditions and the following three frames, frame S3, frame S1, and frame S4, were sent out successfully. Therefore, both frames S1 and S2 remained in the MAC layer queue waiting for retransmissions. In the bottom of Fig. 1 is the current view of queues after previous transmissions. Three new messages (the grid shape) enter into steam 1, stream 2, and stream 3 of application queues, respectively.
The application layer can estimate the transmission time for each message in the transport layer and decide if a message can meet with its delay budget. Assume these three new grid shape messages cannot be delivered within the transport layer in time and are marked as overdue messages. These three overdue messages should be discarded in the application layer since they will not arrive at their destinations within the delay budgets.
In the transport layer, the first two segments, segments S1 and S2, are retransmitted because they experienced a timeout or a fast retransmit in the transport layer. As a result, two copies of frame S1 (frame S2) are coexistent in the MAC layer, one from the retransmission in the MAC layer due to a loss and one from the retransmission in the transport layer due to a timeout or a retransmit. The original frames become redundant frames and can be dropped if the new duplicate frames from the transport layer are within their delay budgets.
IV. THE CL-SCTP SCHEME
Since the standard does not specify how to decide reliable levels of chunks, most adopt a fixed level for each type of chunk [53] . For example, we give the I frame, B frame and P frame of MPEG-4 different reliable levels. This approach is not suitable for wireless networks with fast-changing channel conditions. Therefore, in the CL-SCTP scheme, we adaptively assign reliable levels to chunks. The wireless networks tend to have large variations in bandwidths due to interferences or collisions, which will affect our assessment of channel conditions and should be considered separately.
The scenario is as in Fig. 2 . We run apps on wireless devices to transmit real-time data to servers in the cloud. The real-time data may come from live broadcasts, emergency events, traffic conditions, etc. Since wired networks are in general more stable in terms of performance compared to wireless networks, in this paper we assume that wired networks can provide sufficient bandwidth and concentrate on the discussion of wireless networks. The end device in Fig. 2 can be a portable computing device or an intelligent appliance with an IEEE 802.11 wireless network interface. A Wireless Access Point (WAP) or an Internet of Things (IoT) gateway connects an end device to wired networks.
The block diagram of our proposed CL-SCTP scheme is as shown in Fig. 3 . It consists of three main components, Low SNR Probability (LSP), Screening Overdue MEssages (SOME), and MOnitoring REdundant frames (MORE). The functions of LSP are deployed in WAP/IoT gateway, and the functions of SOME and MORE are deployed in each WAP/IOT gateway and end device.
A. LOW SNR PROBABILITY (LSP)
The WAP/IoT gateway performs the evaluation of SNR values and broadcast evaluation results to end devices periodically. The advantage is we can straightly assess uplink channel conditions by the WAP/IoT compared to indirectly estimate uplink channel conditions through sensing the downlink channel by end devices. The SNR value for a WAP/IOT gateway can be obtained from the physical layer [24] and can often be accessed from the administration interface. For SNR value evaluation, the WAP/IOT measures and stores the s SNR values within a unit time. Correlations between the s SNR values do not affect the evaluation. The WAP/IoT gateway only needs to know the probability of signals below the threshold level (P lsnr ).
Our idea is to exclude those intervals when the SNR values are below a predefined threshold to maintain an acceptable transmission quality. For those intervals in which the SNR values do not meet the minimum threshold, we will stop data-chunk transmissions for guaranteeing the transmission quality. We know the SNR value is defined as in (1): (SNR) dB = 10log 10 P signal P noise (1) where P signal is the power of a signal and P noise is the power of background noise. Assume that in unit time T unit , we measure s SNR values and denote the i-th measured value as SNR i , 1 ≤ i ≤ s. The value of T unit can be adjusted in accordance with the value s. If the SNR i is below the pre-defined SNR * , the earliest time we can be sure that the SNR value is returned to normal is when we obtain the SNR i+1 . Therefore, the minimum time interval needed to return to an acceptable SNR value T r , from the time the measured SNR value is below the pre-defined SNR * value, is as follows:
We compare the SNR i with SNR * to see if SNR i -SNR * < 0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. Then we compute within T unit , the number of times the measured SNR value is below the pre-defined SNR * value, N lsnr , and the probability of the measured SNR value is below the threshold level, P lsnr , as in (3) and (4) .
where j ∈ R, µ + (j) = 1 if j > 0 and µ + (j) = 0 otherwise.
B. SCREENING OVERDUE MESSAGES (SOME)
Information exchange among the transport layer, the application layer, and the link layer is shown in Fig. 4 . SOME is implemented in the application layer, and MORE is implemented in the link layer. We can use registers to store common variables for cross-layer information. There are eight common variables. The following four variables are shared among the transport layer, the application layer, and the MAC layer. Here we refer to a transport segment as a data chunk [4] .
• Reliable label (L n ): The maximum number of retransmissions for a chunk n, which is used to record the reliable level of chunk n.
• Partially reliable Tag (PRT n ): For a chunk n, PRT n is set to 0, which is the default value, if the partially reliable mechanism is not enabled, and PRT is set to 1 if the partially reliable mechanism is enabled. We can use a PRT array to store the Boolean values of chunks.
• Abandon Tag (ABT n ): The default value is 0. An overdue message n or a redundant frame n will have the value of ABT n set to 1 and be discarded. An ABT array is used to record those discarded chunks.
• Expected retransmission Time (T rtx ): The expected time for a data-chunk retransmission. The following four variables are fetched from the transport layer by SOME.
• Round Trip Time (R * ): This is the current round trip time measured by the transport layer.
• Congestion Window (CW i ): The congestion window size of the i-th transmission.
• Number of Retransmission Timeouts (N rto ): This is a variable for recording the number of retransmissions due to timeouts in the transport layer during a fixed time period.
• Number of Fast Retransmits (N fr ): This is a variable for recording the number of fast retransmits in the transport layer during a fixed time period.
• Total number of retransmission (N r ): The total number of retransmissions which equals to the addition of N rto and N fr . SOME consists of five steps and assigns the reliable level to each chunk, which is calculated by the expected retransmission time and the Chunk Delay Budget (CDB) [54] . Each partially reliable chunk n, depending on its Quality of Class Identifier (QCI), is given a CDB value, CDB n , to meet with its real-time requirements.
Step 1: Calculating Retransmission Time Out (RTO). By RFC 2988 [55] , the Round Trip Time (RTT) of the i-th transmission in the transport layer is calculated as follows:
where R * is the new measured RTT value,R i is a smoothed RTT value of the i-th transmission, and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.
The recommended value for α is 0.125. The RTO time, T rto , is calculated as in (6) . The initial value of T rto is 3 seconds and its value is updated when it receives a new RTT value. If a timeout happens, the value of T rto is doubled.
where G is recommended not to exceed 100 ms and R v is the standard deviation for RTT, which is obtained by (7) .
where β = 0.25 according to the recommendation [55] .
Step 2: Counting Chunk Loss Rate (CLR).
We first obtain CLR, P clr , as in (8) .
where N t is the total number of transmission chunks and N r is the total number of retransmission chunks. A retransmission chunk can arise from a retransmission timeout or a fast retransmit. We denote their error rates as P rto and P fr , respectively. That is,
Algorithm 1 Screening Overdue MEssages (SOME) Set ABT n = 1, and delete the message where N rto is the total number of retransmissions due to timeouts and N fr is the total number of retransmissions due to fast retransmits.
Step 3: Calculating the expected retransmission time.
We estimate the current bandwidth B i of the i-th transmission by congestion window and RTT as in (10) .
Therefore, the total number of chunks transmitted within an RTO time T rto is as follows:
And we can calculate the expected time for a fast retransmit as follows:
For the right side of the equation, whenever a fast retransmit happens, there must have at least three chunks received by the receiver correctly. Moreover, the waiting time must be betweenR i +R i CW i × 2 and T rto . For simplicity, we only consider the fast retransmit and do not consider the early retransmit in (12) [56] . Now we can calculate the expected retransmission time due to a timeout or a fast retransmit as follows:
T rtx = P clr × P rto × T rto + P clr × P fr × T fr (13) Note that when P clr = 0, N r = 0, which means there are no chunks retransmitted and represents an ideal channel condition.
Step 4: Setting reliable levels for partially reliable chunks. The reliable level of chunk n, L n , is given by (14) .
Following (14), we set the priority level of a chunk accordingly. A chunk with a lower priority level has a higher transmission priority. The SOME mechanism dynamically adjusts the reliable level of a chunk according to the current network conditions and the delay budget of each chunk. As a result, our approach is suitable for changeable wireless channels.
Step 5: Scheduling message transmissions. A reliable chunk is always forwarded to the SCTP transport layer. For a partially reliable chunk, we refer to the reliable level for determining if we need a retransmission. If the reliable level is larger than or equal to one, the chunk is forwarded to the transport layer for a retransmission. If a partially reliable chunk has a reliable level 0, we presume that it cannot be transmitted in time. The partially reliable chunk is dropped and its abandon tag is set to 1. The details of the SOME algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
C. MONITORING REDUNDANT FRAMES (MORE)
There may exist many copies of the same chunk in the MAC layer. The MORE only preserves one copy of each frame in the MAC layer and therefore precludes a duplicate transmission. Because the channel conditions in the MAC layer are changeable, the time to deliver a chunk in the MAC layer is hard to precisely predict in the transport layer. Therefore, the transport layer may retransmit a chunk which is still in the MAC layer competing for a transmission opportunity. As a result, one of the chunks in the MAC layer becomes a redundant chunk and can be deleted from the transmission queue. Then we schedule transmissions of retained chunks in accordance with delay requirements. Our MORE scheme consists of six steps.
Step 1: The time waiting for a transmission in the link layer Let the time that a chunk arrives at the link layer be T o and the time that the chunk begins to compete for transmission opportunity be T c . The time waiting for a transmission in the transmission queue of the link layer can be calculated as follows:
Step 2: The average backoff time for a frame transmission When a chunk enters the link layer, it may not be transmitted immediately because of collisions in the wireless link or a low channel quality in the wireless link. In order to estimate the chunk delay in the link layer, we compute two values, the average backoff time for a frame transmission (T b ) and the additional waiting time of being below the threshold T lsnr b . Let the minimum contention window be CW min and the maximum contention window be CW max . In this derivation, we follow the IEEE 802.11 backoff protocol and assume each station has the same minimum contention window size and the same maximum contention window size. We count the total number of collisions, C c , and use it to calculate the collision rate.
where b i is the random waiting time when the i-th collision happens, b i ∈ [1, 2 i−1 × CW max ], i ∈ N and ε denotes the current backoff stage. The average backoff time for a chunk transmission (T b ) is as follows:
×T cd (17) where m is the number of backoff stage and T cd is the expected time for one countdown in the backoff stage.
Step 3: The time waiting for the SNR value back to normal We also need to know the time waiting for the SNR value back to normal. For maintaining transmission quality, the countdown in the backoff stage is stopped while the detected signal quality is below the threshold value and is resumed while the detected signal quality is above the threshold value.
We can calculate the sensing times during T b by (18) .
By multiplying N b by P lsnr (the probability of signals below the threshold level which is obtained from IoT gateway or WAP station), we get the expected number of signals below the threshold level during a T b .
N lsnr b
= N b × P lsnr (19) Furthermore, we obtain the additional waiting time of being below the threshold, T lsnr b , as follows:
By adding three delays together, we have a total waiting time T t as the following:
Step 4: Deleting redundant frames For unreliable (partially reliable) frames, we compare the time T t with T rtx . When T t is greater than T rtx , the frame is a candidate redundant frame since the SCTP transport layer will retransmit the same chunk before the current frame is sent out by the MAC layer. We further check the reliable level of the candidate frame to determine if the frame is a redundant frame. If the reliable level L n is one or more, which means that there is enough delay budgets for a retransmission, the frame in the MAC layer is denoted as a redundant frame and discarded since a retransmission from the transport layer can still have enough time. If the reliable level L n of a redundant chunk is 0, the chunk is simply discarded because we presume it cannot be delivered in time. We also set the abandon tag to one to inform upper layer that the chunk is abandoned.
Algorithm 2 MOnitoring REdundant Frames (MORE)
Set ABT n = 1, and delete the chunk from the queue
Drop the chunk and wait for retransmission from the upper layer Set priority = 1 and put into the corresponding transmission queue 17 Schedule frame transmission in the queue according to priority levels 18 if ACK for chunk n then 19 Forward ACK to the upper layer, and delete the chunk and from the queue
Inform upper layer to retransmit the chunk When T t is less than or equal to T rtx , the frame is scheduled for a transmission is given a priority level as step 5.
Step 5: Setting priority levels for chunks For a reliable chunk, its priority level is set to one to have the highest priority. For partially reliable chunks with reliable level zero, their priority level is set to two to have the second highest priority. Finally, for those partially reliable chunks with a reliable level greater than 0, we give them the lowest priority level of level three.
Step 6: Scheduling transmissions:
The chunks at the MAC layer queues are scheduled for transmissions according to their priority levels. Within each priority, the chunks are queued and served according to arrival times. If an ACK is received for a chunk, the chunk can be deleted from the temporary register. If the ACK for a chunk is not received and its reliable level is greater than zero, we inform the upper layer to retransmit the chunk. Algorithm 2 shows the detailed MORE algorithm.
The time complexity of both algorithms is low. For SOME algorithm we only pre-process partially reliable messages, and for MORE algorithm we only process partially reliable frames and then schedule transmissions. Since each arrival message is processed at most once by SOME algorithm and MORE algorithm, the time complexity of both algorithms is O(p), where p is the number of arrival messages. As to delay requirements, our scenario does not have multi-hop wireless transmissions as in [57] . The simulation results also support that our design can meet delay requirements for real-time applications.
D. MORE DISCUSSIONS ON DESIGN METHODOLOGY
We choose to pre-process messages and discard retransmissions of overdue messages in the application layer by utilizing parameters from the transport layer. This gives us higher flexibility. Moreover, our CL-SCTP scheme can be combined with existing transport layer schemes as a complementary scheme for further improving the performance of real-time messages. We can alternatively choose to delete an overdue chunk from the sender in the transport layer before a TSN is assigned to the chunk. The delays in each layer are changing with time. Our design can have a better assessment of redundant frames in the MAC layer when they have passed the transport layer and the network layer.
One possible alternative approach is the backpressure from the link layer to the upper layer. The MAC layer informs the network layer, the transport layer, and the application layer not to transmit redundant frames, which will need more modifications to SCTP. Another possible approach is we adopt transport protocols such as indirect-TCP [58] or SNOOP [59] to adapt to channel conditions and partially avoid redundant frames in the MAC layer, whereas monitoring overdue frames in the MAC may still be needed. Similarly, it is hard to adjust RTO values or congestion window sizes in the transport layer to completely resolve overdue frames in the MAC layer.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We use NS-2 [15] , [60] , [61] for our simulations. To make the simulations more close to real situations, we modify NS-2 to let both data chunks and control chunks be subject to chunk losses. The simulation topology is as shown in Fig. 5 . Between senders and the WAP/IOT gateway is an IEEE 802.11 wireless link. We first simulate data transfer by File Transfer Protocol (FTP) from a wireless end device to a receiver at the wired side subject to random losses or burst losses. Then we simulate the transmission of a YUV video (Akiyo (CIF)) which is compressed to MPEG-4 format and subject to random losses.
To emulate interference, three Constant Bit Rate (CBR) transmissions among three pairs of wireless end devices are added as background traffic. The parameters for applications, SCTP, and wireless networks are listed in Table 1 . Since voice has a delay budget of 150-200 ms and video usually has a delay budget of 200-300 ms, for meeting with real-time requirements here we set the delay budget for a chunk to be 200 ms. The antenna type is omnidirectional and the propagation model is the two-ray ground-reflection model, which predicts path loss by a line-of-sight component and the main reflection wave.
We compare our Cross Layer-SCTP (CL-SCTP) scheme with CL-FPS scheme, the Partially Reliable SCTP (PR-SCTP) scheme, and the standard SCTP scheme (SCTP). For SCTP, RFC 4960 is followed to establish two reliable and independent SCTP streams. When chunk losses occur, chunks are retransmitted until they are correctly received by receivers. For CL-FPS and PR-SCTP, one reliable SCTP stream based on RFC 4960 and one partially reliable SCTP stream based on RFC 3758 are established. The reliable stream is for reliable chunks such as I frames, and the partially reliable stream is for unreliable chunks such as P frames and B frames. When the number of retransmission times for a partially reliable chunk is reached, the sender drops the chunk. As to CL-SCTP scheme, to differentiate chunks of three priority levels, one reliable SCTP stream and two partially reliable SCTP streams are established. With only one IEEE 802.11 interface, a scheme with three streams does not ensure better performance than a scheme with two streams. Therefore, the setting is simply for differentiating three priority levels and is not biased. We simulate efficient delivery ratio, average goodput, average end-to-end delay, and video metrics of Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity (SSIM), and Video Quality Metric (VQM). For efficient delivery ratio, we only count those chunks which arrive at the destination in time and are correctly received. We first show the simulation results of random losses.
A. RANDOM LOSSES
Random losses may occur in networks when the channel becomes unstable. We simulate the scenario of random losses with loss rates between 1 to 17%. Since path switching is not considered in this paper, we simulate the loss rates as high as allowed whereas avoid triggering path switching. From  Fig. 6 , our CL-SCTP scheme attains 92.61 % of efficient delivery ratio when random loss rate is 1% and can maintain 79.54 % of efficient delivery ratio when random loss rate is 17%. Fig. 6 shows that our CL-SCTP begins to perform better than the other three schemes while loss rates are still low (1%), which means our scheme can adjust itself to a wide range of channel conditions. This is because our scheme can drop overdue messages, and adjust the reliable levels of chunks in the application layer according to their chunk delay budgets and channel conditions dynamically. In addition, our scheme detects redundant chunks and schedules chunk transmissions by their priority levels in the link layer. CL-FPS tunes transmission rates of each stream according to feedback information from the MAC layer. CL-FPS can maintain near 90% of efficient delivery ratio while random loss rate is 1%, and still have 70.83% of efficient delivery ratio while random loss rate is 17%. The performance difference between our CL-SCTP and CL-FPS arises from CL-SCTP taking multiple actions at several layers, especially at the MAC layer that reflecting channel status directly, which is more robust than actions solely depending on the transport layer (CL-FPS). However, if comparing CL-FPS with PR-SCTP and SCTP, CL-FPS still performs much better which shows the advantages of cross-layer approaches. PR-SCTP and SCTP have only 85.76% of efficient delivery ratios with 1% of the random loss rate. The partially reliable mechanism of PR-SCTP is switched on between 3% and 17%.
Therefore, partially reliable chunks reaching their number of retransmission times are dropped by PR-SCTP and will not keep consuming the bandwidth as in the SCTP. The effective delivery ratios of PR-SCTP decrease from 84.62% to 57.05% when the random loss rate increases from 3 % to 17%. As a comparison, SCTP decreases from 82.62% to 53.81%. Unlike CL-SCTP, efficient delivery ratios of both PR-SCTP and SCTP drop sharply with increasing random loss rates. Fig. 7 is the average goodputs for random loss rates between 1% and 17%. From Fig. 7 , we can see that the average goodput is decreased as the random loss rate increases for all four schemes. CL-SCTP performs better than the other three schemes. Because SOME and MORE algorithms, our scheme begins to function when the losses are low. On the other hand, the PR-SCTP scheme has a fixed reliable level for each chunk, which is initially marked by its type. The reliable level is not adjusted dynamically to reflect the current channel condition. The average goodputs from high to low are CL-SCTP, CL-FPS, PR-SCTP, and SCTP, respectively. Interestingly, the average goodput of CL-FPS trails behind CL-SCTP at a distance yet is considerably higher than PR-SCTP and SCTP. The average goodput of CL-SCTP is more than double of SCTP when random loss rate is 17%. If we compare PR-SCTP and SCTP, their average goodputs are closely coupled between 1% and 17% on VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 8. The average end-to-end delay for various random loss rates. the whole. PR-SCTP performs a bit better while random loss rate increases. It is because the PR-SCTP scheme esponds to channel conditions and drops some partially reliable chunks. Remaining chunks can have better chances to arrive at the destination. Fig. 8 shows the average end-to-end delay versus random loss rate. Our scheme has the smallest average end-to-end delays for the random loss rates between 1% and 17% compared to other three schemes, and again PR-SCTP begins to show lower delays than SCTP when the random loss rate is larger than 3%. One point is worth mentioning that the increasing trends for the end-to-end delays in our scheme and CL-FPS are smoother than the other two schemes. The effects of cross-layer cooperation not only decrease average-end-toend delays but also result in a smoother increasing trend.
B. BURST LOSSES
Burst losses are often adopted for simulating wireless networks, in which continuous losses are often encountered. Burst losses occur when networks are congested or when the interference is increased. In order to simulate the burst losses of wireless networks, we adopt the Gilbert-Elliot (GE) model [62] . In Fig. 9 , P G denotes the chunk loss rate when the channel status is in the good state, P B denotes the chunk loss rate when the channel status is in the bad state, P GB is the transition probability from the good state to the bad state, P BG is the transition probability from the bad state to the good state, P GG is the probability of staying in the good state, and P BB is the probability of staying in the bad state. In the steady state, the probability of the channel in the good state, π G , is as in (22) and the probability of the channel in the bad state, π B , is as in (23) . The total data-chunk loss rate can be computed by (24) .
For the simulations, P G is changed from 1% to 13%, P B is set to 0.3, P GB is set to 0.08, and P BG is set to 0.02. We simulate burst losses between 1% and 13% to avoid triggering path switching.
The efficient delivery ratio versus burst loss rate is shown in Fig. 10 . Again, our CL-SCTP is much better than three other schemes in terms of efficient delivery ratio. For burst loss rates between 1% and 13%, the efficient delivery ratios of four schemes from high to low are CL-SCTP, CL-FPS, PR-SCTP, and SCTP, respectively. For 1% of the burst loss rate, the efficient delivery ratio for CL-SCTP, CL-FPS, PR-SCTP, and SCTP are 89.37%, 83.76%, 79.66%, and 77.87%, compared to 92.61%, 89.99%, 85.76%, and 85.76% for 1% of the random loss rate (Fig. 6) . It represents that for efficient delivery ratios, burst losses are more severe than random losses. All schemes have sharp drops of delivery ratios between loss rates of 5%-7%. This is because there are many retransmissions during these intervals. We can also find that PR-SCTP begins to perform better then SCTP when the burst loss rate is l%, compared to 3% for random losses. The mechanism of dropping partially reliable chunks is triggered earlier for burst losses. An interesting point is that when losses are 13%, the efficient delivery ratios of burst losses are still lower than the delivery ratios of random losses for each scheme. Fig. 11 shows average goodputs for burst loss rates between 1% and 13%. From Fig. 11 , we see that our CL-SCTP scheme performs consistently better than three other schemes for burst loss rates from 1% to 13%. The average goodput of CL-FPS is situated near the mean of CL-SCTP and PR-SCTP, except for the 1% loss rate. As predicted, PR-SCTP has better performance than SCTP. The advantage of partially reliable transmissions is shown as we contrast the average goodput of PR-SCTP with SCTP. If we compare Fig. 7 and Fig. 11 , we see there are larger drops in average goodputs when burst losses are still low. This is consistent with the results of efficient delivery ratios when we compare Fig. 6 and Fig. 10 . Fig. 12 shows average end-to-end delays versus vari-ous burst loss rates. Again, our CL-SCTP has the shortest endto-end delay among four schemes followed by CL-FPS, PR-SCTP, and SCTP, respectively. Note that the SCTP is still able to meet with 200 ms requirement when the burst loss rate is as high as 13%. If we compare each scheme in Fig. 12 (burst loss) with Fig. 8 (random loss) for loss rates from 1% to 13%, we find that except for CL-FPS, for the same amount of loss rates, the end-to-end delays are longer when encountering burst losses.
C. VIDEO STREAMS
To evaluate our scheme for video streams, we use both Evalvid [63] , MSU video measure tool [64] , and NS-2 [15] , [60] . The architecture is as shown in Fig. 13 . Raw YUV video (Akiyo) is encoded by MPEG-4 video encoder [63] before it is input to a video sender. Then the video sender is connected to NS-2 simulator for simulations. The produced trace is decoded and compared with the original video [63] Table 1) . The buffer at the receiver is pre-loaded with 2 MB of data before the receiver begins to play a video file. When the buffer is empty because of buffer under-flows, the play is temporarily stopped until the buffer is refilled with 2 MB of data. Five benchmarks are used for assessing video quality. 1) PSNR: This is a commonly accepted index. It can be computed by (25) and (26) . In (25) , k denotes how many bits used for representing the luminance part of a pixel. We compare the Y value of the original video and received video. A higher PSNR reflects that a received video has better video quality.
2) Mean Opinion Score (MOS): This is a subjective index whose ranges are from one (worst) to five (best 3) SSIM: Human visual perception is assumed to adaptively adjust to structure information [65] . Image degradation is conceived as perceived variations of structure information. Luminance and contrast of local patterns are normalized for comparing pixel intensities. The SSIM value closer to 1 represents a higher quality. The SSIM value = 1 means perfect structure similarity. 4) VQM: VQM is a DCT-based metric designed for capturing human visual perception [66] . Human eyes tend to be less sensitive to high spatial and temporary frequency. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) quantization is introduced to embody the spatial-temporal property. The value closer to 0 denotes a better quality. 5) Buffer Underflow: A video buffer underflow happens when the rate to fill the buffer is lower than the rate to read from the buffer. The play needs to be suspended until the buffer is refilled. Fig. 14 shows the simulation results of PSNR value versus chunk loss rate (random losses). The results show our scheme is applicable for video streams. The PSNR value is 39.62 dB with 1% of the burst loss rate and maintains at 35.83 dB with 11% of the loss rate. For our CL-SCTP scheme, the MOS index is kept at five (excellent) for loss rates between 1% and 5% and is sustained at four (good) for loss rates between 7% and 11%. This means that by applying our scheme, the received video can maintain a good index for a broad range of loss rates. For CL-FPS, the MOS index is kept at five when loss rates are between 1% and 3% and is maintained at four when loss rates are between 5% and 11%. For PR-SCTP, MOS indexes are between four and three for loss rates between 1% and 11%. For a large loss rate of 11%, the MOS index falls to three, which is merely fair. For SCTP, the MOS indexes are also between four (good) and three (fair). This simulation results also show the importance of cross-layer approaches and the partially reliable mechanism for real-time videos. First, both cross-layer approaches, CL-SCTP and CL-FPS, could have excellent or good reception quality for random loss rates between 1 and 11%. Second, without the partially reliable mechanism, the MOS index of SCTP scheme is barely fair when the loss rate equals 9% or above, which is not acceptable for most users. Third, the PSNR values of both PR-SCTP and SCTP are far behind the PSNR values of both CL-SCTP and CL-FPS. Fourth, the performance of CL-SCTP is better than CL-FPS because more interactions and actions are adopted by CL-SCTP in multiple layers. Fig. 15 depicts simulation results of SSIM values with different random loss rates. SSIM focuses on structure similarity to reflect and match the human visual perception. Performance metrics from high to low are also CL-SCTP, CL-FPS. PR-SCTP, and SCTP, which are consistent with previous simulation results. The SSIM value of CL-SCTP with 7% of the random loss rate could compete with CL-FPS with only 1% of the random loss rate. Their simulations values are around 0.971 and 0.972, respectively. If we compare Fig. 15 with Fig. 14 , CL-SCTP with 5% of the loss rate has a lower PSNR value (37.782 dB) than CL-FPS with 1% of the loss rate (38.039 dB) . Surprisingly, the SSIM value of CL-SCTP with 11% of the loss rate is approximate 0.956. The value is close to SCTP with 1% of the random loss rate (0.960). This is consistent with Fig. 14 that the PSNR value of CL-SCTP with 11% of the random loss rate is higher than PSNR values of both PR-SCTP and SCTP with 1% of the random loss rate. Fig. 16 shows the VQM value versus random loss rate. VQM is another major benchmark metric for human visual perception by emphasizing on sensitive spatial frequencies and temporal frequencies of human eyes. CL-SCTP has the lowest VQM value, followed by CL-FPS, PR-SCTP, and SCTP, respectively. If we compare CL-SCTP and CL-FPS, the VQM value of CL-SCTP with 5% of the random loss rate is about 0.519, which is lower than CL-FPS with 1% of the random loss rate (about 0.587). As a comparison to SSIM metric (Fig. 15) , the VQM value of CL-SCTP with 7% of the random loss rate is about 0.621, which is not compatible with CL-FPS with 1% of the random loss rate (0.587). Another contrast is the VQM value with 11% of the random loss rate (0.915) is obviously higher than SCTP with 1% of the random loss rate (0.843), not as SSIM whose values are similar (Fig. 15) . Overall, the advantages of CL-SCTP over the other three schemes are demonstrated for different benchmarks although different benchmarks may have some variations. Fig. 17 shows the number of buffer underflows versus random loss rates. Our CL-SCTP scheme again has the lowest number of buffer underflows. For loss rates below 7%, the number of underflow for our CL-SCTP is less than one half of SCTP. The average number of buffer underflows for CL-SCTP is 1.2 when the loss rate is 1% and is 4.7 when the loss rate arrives at 11%. The differences with CL-FPS, PR-SCTP, and SCTP are at least 0.5, 2.28, and 2.6, respectively, for various random loss rates.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a CL-SCTP multi-streaming scheme. CL-SCTP pre-processes messages for screening overdue messages and assigning reliable levels to chunks adaptively, detects and deletes duplicate chunks from sending queues in MAC layer to save bandwidth, and schedules frames transmissions in accordance with frame types and reliable levels for meeting real-time requirements. Results show that for both random losses and burst losses, our scheme performs much better than CL-FPS, PR-SCTP scheme, and SCTP in terms of efficient delivery ratio, average goodput, and average end-to-end delay. For video streams, PSNR, SSIM, VQM, and the number of buffer underflows are simulated. Our scheme performs better for all benchmarks. Our scheme can keep excellent or good video quality (MOS index) for a wide range of data-chunk loss rates between 1% and 11%.
